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Students will: • Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or

speaking.

• Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and

spelling when writing.  

•Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions in different contexts, to make

effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend more fully when reading or listening.  

•Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases by using

context clues, analyzing meaningful word parts, and consulting general and specialized reference 

materials, as appropriate.

•Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word

meanings.
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5 L 1abcd

e

Demonstrate command of 

the conventions of standard 

English grammar and usage 

when writing or speaking. 

(Q1-Q4)

(a). Explain the function of 

conjunctions, prepositions, 

and interjections in general 

and their function in 

particular sentences.

(b). Form and use the 

perfect (e.g., I had walked; 

I have walked; I will have 

walked) verb tenses.

(c). Use verb tense to 

convey various times, 

sequences, states, and 

conditions.

(d). Recognize and correct 

inappropriate shifts in verb 

tense.

(e). Use correlative 

conjunctions (e.g., 

either/or, neither/nor).  

(Q1-Q4)

Teachers can demonstrate the use of the parts of speech through modeling, identifying use in 

literature, and providing opportunities for correcting samples. 

Teachers and students will be aware that grammatical errors such as shifts in verb tense may 

frequently occur in student writing. 

Teachers provide sentences, phrases or passages for students to identify and correct errors.

Teachers provide sentence-stems for students to practice correct Standard English grammar orally 

and in writing.

Teacher creates word walls/resource walls of common conventions for easy resource.

Students can practice editing pieces to ensure consistent usage. Students need regular exposure to 

grammar and usage through direct instruction. The students should have a variety of opportunities to 

participate in grammar and usage activities which increase in complexity through the year. 

Students create grammar journals for easy resource.

Narrative Writing

Example: Grade 5 Unit 6

Write your own exploration story about a real or fictional character. Your story should have a moral, 

or a lesson you want the reader to learn from your character. Talk through your ideas with a partner 

before starting your first draft. You will have the opportunity to edit and revise your narrative with a 

partner so your final product is of the highest quality. 
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5 L 2abcd

e

Demonstrate command of 

the conventions of standard 

English capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling 

when writing.  (Q1-Q4)

(a). Use punctuation to 

separate items in a series.

(b). Use a comma to 

separate an introductory 

element from the rest of the 

sentence.

(c). Use a comma to set off 

the words yes and no (e.g., 

Yes, thank you), to set off a 

tag question from the rest of 

the sentence (e.g., It’s true, 

isn’t it?), and to indicate 

direct address (e.g., Is that 

you, Steve?). 

(d). Use underlining, 

quotation marks, or italics to 

indicate titles of works. 

(e). Spell grade-appropriate 

words correctly, consulting 

references as needed.  (Q1-

Q4)

Teachers can demonstrate the use of the conventions through modeling, identifying use in literature, 

and providing opportunities for correcting samples. 

Teachers provide sentences, phrases or passages for students to identify and correct errors.

Teachers provide sentence-stems for students to practice correct Standard English grammar orally 

and in writing.

Teacher creates word walls/resource walls of common conventions for easy resource.

Students need regular exposure to appropriate conventions through direct instruction. The students 

will have a variety of opportunities to participate in capitalization, punctuation, and spelling activities 

which increase in complexity through the year.

Students create grammar journals as an easy resource.

Narrative/Multimedia Presentation 

Example: Grade 5 Unit 5

A culminating project is for you to write your own coming of age multimedia presentation. You can 

create an iMovie, write a poem, write a song, start a blog, etc. Create a character with an obstacle to 

overcome. How does he/she overcome it? The presentation should begin with an introduction that 

answers the essential question “How can literature help us understand what it means to ‘grow up’?” 

Use a variety of words that we’ve learned and studied throughout the year, and work with your 

classmates revise, edit, and publish your work online.
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5 L 4abc Determine or clarify the 

meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words 

and phrases based on 

grade 5 reading and 

content, choosing flexibly 

from a range of strategies. 

(Q1-Q4)

(a). Use context (e.g., 

cause/effect relationships 

and comparisons in text) as 

a clue to the meaning of a 

word or phrase.

(b). Use common, grade-

appropriate Greek and Latin 

affixes and roots as clues to 

the meaning of a word (e.g., 

photograph, 

photosynthesis).

(c). Consult reference 

materials (e.g., dictionaries, 

glossaries, thesauruses), 

both print and digital, to 

find the pronunciation and 

determine or clarify the 

precise meaning of key 

words and phrases.

This standard emphasizes the analysis of words and application of vocabulary skills to make meaning 

from text. Students will be constantly acquiring and utilizing new words in relevant contexts. 

Students brainstorm and create a web of words from affixes, Greek combining forms and Latin roots.

Students substitute overused words with new vocabulary words (thesaurus).

Students complete graphic organizer (e.g., Frayer vocabulary model, 4-Square,) to collect in a journal.

The teacher uses and posts word families (struct: construct, destruct, construction etc.).

Students practice using resources such as Internet sources, commercially published dictionaries, and 

thesauruses to find words.

Word Study

Example: Grade 5 Unit 6

As an individual and as a class, keep an index card file of words, literal and figurative, studied in this 

unit (e.g., exploration, explorer, exploratory; character, characterization, characterize). Keeping the 

words on index cards will help you when we sort words by prefix, suffix, root words, meaning, etc. 

How do word relationships help us understand the meaning of the words, while the prefixes and 

suffixes affect the part of speech and spelling? (Note: This will be an ongoing activity all year long.) In 

addition, you will create an individual semantic map of the word “exploration” in order to represent 

visually your understanding of the real and fictional types of exploration studied in this unit. 
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5 L 5abc Demonstrate 

understanding of 

figurative language, word 

relationships, and nuances 

in word meanings. (Q1-Q3)

(a). Interpret figurative 

language, including 

similes and metaphors, in 

context.

(b). Recognize and explain 

the meaning of common 

idioms, adages, and 

proverbs.

(c). Use the relationship 

between particular words 

(e.g., synonyms, 

antonyms, homographs) 

to better understand each 

of the words.

(Q1-Q3)

This standard emphasizes the non-literal interpretations of language which are applied to derive 

meaning from text. Through read-aloud stories, teacher modeling, and active engagement, students 

will further develop their understanding of figurative language. Students will interpret words in many 

contexts. 

Students highlight and discuss figurative language as it is encountered in text.

Students illustrate the literal and figurative meanings of figurative language (e.g., He lost his head, 

running on empty, frog in my throat).

Students research the origins of selected idioms to reinforce their meanings.

In a Pickle and Other Funny Idioms , Marvin Terban

More Parts , Tedd Arnold

Mad as a Wet Hen! And Other Funny Idioms , Marvin Terban

Eight Ate: A Feast of Homonym Riddles, Marvin Terban

Pitch and Throw, Grasp and Know: What is a Synonym? , Brian Cleary

Antonyms, Synonyms & Homonyms , Kim Rayevsky

Stroll and Walk, Babble and Talk: More About Synonyms (Words Are Categorical) , Brian P. Cleary 
Stop and Go, Yes and No: What Is an Antonym? (Words Are Categorical) , Brian P. Cleary 

Dramatization/Fluency

Example: Grade 5 Unit 2

Choose a poem to perform interpretively from the suggested list or write your own. Memorization is 

not required, but optional for this performance. (Alternately, pair with a partner where one of you 

learns the Lewis Carroll version, and one learns the original. Perform both versions for the class, and 

then discuss how knowing the original helps us to appreciate the parody even more.) 
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